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Balancing is an important task to be included to some degree or other, in any engine rebuild. There is nothing more rewarding than a motor that spins sweetly up through its rev range…

A DELICATEA DELICATEA DELICATEA DELICATEA DELICATEA DELICATEA DELICATEA DELICATEA DELICATE
BALANCING ACT

BELOW: Steve Smith is a master of balancing, working on engines big and small, and much else besides

By Clive A Harrington
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Conversely, there is nothing more 
unpleasant than one that rattles and 
vibrates, or even worse creates vibration 
in other components.

But more than being merely annoying 
and wretched, it is sometimes not 
recognised that vibration is harmful and 
even downright destructive. It is also 
wasting the very energy upon which so 
much time, effort, and money has been 
lavished in creating, as it is that same 
source which is creating that energy but 
not putting it where it is needed.

After a successful competition career 
in which he developed some cars 
with remarkably high power outputs 
for their size, Steve Smith decided to 
form Vibration Free in 2000, and to 
apply his skills to a number of areas 
including competition cars and engines 
in particular. Today the company serves 
a wide range of other industries, too, 
ranging from oil and gas (including 
offshore) to aerospace and waste 
management to machine tools.  
Basically, Steve has work to do anywhere 
parts rotate!

It was as a merchant marine engineer 
that Steve spent the early years of his 
working life. Following this he soon 
came into contact with IRD Mechanalysis 
who he subsequently joined to work in 

vibration analysis and dynamic balancing 
roles using their specialised machines. 
During this time he was involved in 
many applications that required a fresh 
approach for remedial work. But come 
the Millennium, the time was right to 
form Vibration Free to apply not only 
the skills he had developed in this field  
but also what was now a passion for 
eradicating this unnecessary waste  
of energy.

Steve bought some of IRD’s 
equipment and it is to be seen in use 
in their facilities, just North of Bicester, 
Oxfordshire, or when he goes on site, 
but much has now been developed 
considerably further in-house. Some of 
the equipment Steve has developed is 
for his o n se  hile specific nits are 
also developed for individual customers. 
Among the latter is Bentley Motors, 
for which a special dynamic balancing 
table, onto which each Bentley V8 
engine produced is placed, spun up 
and balanced, as part of the production 
process of making a beautifully smooth 
and efficient engine

This type of dynamic balancing table, 
which Steve has developed considerably 
further than the industry norm, is a 
key piece of equipment, which as he 
explains, really puts into practice a 

number of basic rules of balancing 
and eliminating vibration. This dynamic 
ta le is f ll  floating  tilising pend l m 
based supporting cradles which have a 
frictionless self-centring characteristic 
that aids sensitivity. Vibration transducers 
measure and record minute movements 
(down to 1/1,000,000mm). As Steve 
explains the solution is determined 
by identifying the amount and precise 
location of movement, not force. 
Remembering the fact that force is 
speed sensitive and displacement is 
linear with respect to unbalance.

With this specially developed 
equipment the analysis can be 
undertaken at a relatively slow speed.  

 perfect need o ld e ith diffic lt to 
balance single-cylinder or V8 engines 
where the solution is to take a short 
engine placed on the ta le hich ‘floats’ 
as if in ‘free space’ on its pendulum 
bearings. Utilising a belt drive, it is spun 
up without fuss to some 300rpm which 
enables the movement to be recorded 
via the transducers. By identifying the 
amount of movement and precisely 
where in the rotation cycle it occurs, 
remedial work can begin – usually by 
removing material.

Another key point Steve reinforces 
throughout is that the measured 

LEFT: This JAP vee-twin engine – as 
tted to a racing organ three-

wheeler – was transformed once 
Steve had worked his magic  ABOVE: A 1907 Itala engine gets spun 

up to speed on the balance table. Once 
analysed Steve’s experience will tell him 
how best to address any issues within

RIGHT: Steve’s work on the Bentley W12 engine led the British manufacturer to commission him to build them a balance table

...P
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vibration displacement has a 
linear relationship with unbalance. 
If you halve the unbalance value the 
vibration is reduced by half also. The 
dynamic table also produces a linear 
response so that the measured vibration 
displacement relative to unbalance 
remains the same, irrespective of speed, 
so a crankshaft or even complete 
assembly which is in balance at the 
300rpm or so used here will still be in 
balance at 3000rpm and so on.

BROAD APPLICATION
Although motorsport is a major part 
of the company’s work it is by no 
means Vibration Free’s only focus, and 
in fact Steve says that while they are 
continuing to grow in all market sectors, 
their reliance on motorsport alone has 
reduced. Nonetheless the knowledge and 
understanding of Steve and his small team 
about the factors involved here, having 
developed and built competition engines 

themselves, undoubtedly helped. Their 
work now embraces all categories from 
veteran – even steam engines – through 
vintage to classic, historic, modern and 
R&D prototype work.

The results of some of their work can 
actually be heard with vintage engines 
happily revving considerably higher than 
previously and certainly originally. This is 
obviously not due to the balancing alone, 
but also through the engine rebuilders’ 
greater understanding of what is 
involved and required: one such unique 
service provided by Vibration Free is 
offered for long vintage crankshafts. 

picall  alancing these long fle i le 
cranks often ith heav  fl heels is 
diffic lt in conventional open roller 
balancing machines. However, utilising 
the dynamic table means crankshafts 
arrive in their crankcase, which provides 
support to all bearings to ensure they 
sta  straight and do not ‘flop a o t’ 
while balancing them. This has worked 

wonders on many engines such as 
Bentley, Alvis and Bugatti. Incidentally, 
the last mentioned manufacturer never 
balanced their engines when made, and 
it is why they run roller bearings that then 
tended to wear out very quickly…

Engines fall into two categories; 
those that can and those that can’t have 
their crankshafts balanced simply by 
themselves. The awkward ones require 
some weight to be clamped onto 
the big-end journal and this weight 
represents a portion of the con-rod and 
piston weight transfer to the crankshaft. 
Although balancing with clamp weights 
can go a long way towards a balanced 
result, it can never produce 100 per 
cent accuracy, which is where having 
the entire engine assembly spinning 
– even at low speed – on the ‘fully 
floating’ d namic ta le reall  scores as 
the crankshaft physically measures the 

eight transfer prod cing the finest 
results possible.

Principle motions of dynamic table

‘AMONG INDIVIDUAL 
CUSTOMERS IS NONE OTHER 
THAN BENTLEY MOTORS’

RIGHT: When vibrations go unchecked... including a  
crankshaft damper and a cracked 
gear drive from a aserati 

LEFT: An example of 

the  errari ino  

engine with a pulley 

tted to allow it to e 

spun up on the table 

LEFT: An example of 

the  errari ino  
the  errari ino  

engine with a pulley 

tted to allow it to e 

spun up on the table 

P...

...P

PRINCIPLE MOTIONS OF DYNAMIC TABLE
A simplistic diagram of a dynamic balancing table. 
n realit  that at i ration ree is f ll  floating ith 
frictionless self-centring characteristics that aid 
sensitivity. Transducers measure and record minute 
movements down to 1/1,000,000mm
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BELOW: inimising the vi rations on a single-

cylinder veteran engine will have a dramatic 

effect on performance as well as reliability

As well as removing or adding 
material to mass balance a rotor, there 
are also bending forces along the 
length of the rotor that accrue with 
high rotational speeds. Crankshafts 
combat their bending forces by using 
counterweights opposite each big end 
journal. Should these counterweights 
be too light, then bending forces can 

e eno gh to ca se fle ing or earing 
failure. Steve quotes an example such 
as the Rover ‘K’ Series 1.8-litre engine, 
where forces as high as 998kg per throw 
can be present when tuned to rev to 
8200rpm. His solution is to insert 2kg  
of tungsten rods into the counterweights 
as required. The forces involved without 
this being done can be quite staggering 
in the centre of the crank when at 
maximum revs.

Using portable analytical machinery, 
engines and can be scrutinised in situ 
and if out of balance corrected in the car! 
Often people get into trouble following  
a cl tch or fl heel change over   
For instance on a Ford GT40, Vibration 
Free was able to dynamically balance the 
engine in the car with the engine running 
at some 1500rpm. This enabled it to be 
made virtually vibration free throughout 
its full rev range.

As well as removing or adding 
material to mass balance a rotor, there 

THE DIFFERENCE IS IN THE DETAIL
With Vibration Free able to undertake analysis on a complete vehicle, either 
at the client’s premises as well as at their facilities at Fritwell (not far from 
Silverstone), most cars arrive by trailer or are simply driven there. Although the 
analysis equipment used is broadly the same in both cases, portable equipment 
cannot by its nature be quite as comprehensive as that at base where the 
environment is also more controlled than at the customer’s premises.

The engine and other main components – gearbox, propshafts, drive axles, 
etc – can usually be analysed in situ. Should engine unbalance be detected and, 
provided a front p lle  and the engine’s fl heel  cl tch or crankshaft can e 
accessed, it will be corrected in-situ also.

t is hen it comes to rectification that it is even more important for the 
precision work to be undertaken at their premises. When one considers that 
their specially developed electronic equipment provides readings as accurate as 
1/1000 of a gramme, one can understand why Steve says that the difference with 
his approach is in the detail  m alance is alified in gramme millimetres  a 
product of the imbalance weight and the distance of it from the rotating centre. 
The residual imbalance, its operating radius and rotational speed produce the 
force which acts on the rotor, resulting in vibration.

To now put the tolerances to which Vibration Free work into context and why, 
consider the following typical engine balance tolerances and the forces they 
produce at 8000 or 10,000rpm…

ENGINE TYPE  REV 1 REV 2
  8000RPM 10,000RPM
Rover 1.8-litre ‘K’ series 40 g.mm 2.5kg 4.0kg
Formula 1  26 g.mm 1.66kg 2.6kg
Vibration Free 10 g.mm 0.64kg 1.0kg

To obtain the highest degree of dynamic balancing when engines are being 
built, Steve recommends that the main reciprocating components (pistons and 
rods  are alanced as acc ratel  as the crankshaft  p lle  fl heel and cl tch  
In a lot of engines even camshaft(s) are all dynamically balanced. Once this is 
completed  the items are ret rned complete ith a signed certificate detailing 
the initial and final res lts in g mm  hile in the case of pistons and rods  the 
initial and then final ma im m differences are sho n

26

The Rover ‘K’ Series engine (above) is one that ene ts greatl  from having tungsten rods inserted into the crank (below) to keep itself in balance

P...

...P
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For those who can get their cars 
to the company’s facility, the team can 
analyse the whole vehicle. In some cases, 
as with Duncan Pittaway’s GN, vertical 
and horizontal movement of the chassis 
were analysed without the engine, in 
order to gauge the best balance factor 
for the vee-twin motor. On more modern 
machinery important rotors such as 
propshafts, brake drums and even 
wheels can all be inspected in place.

The vehicle does not have to 
have four wheels either. A leading 
German manufacturer of motorcycles 
approached the company having 
encountered vibration in the handlebars 
of a touring version of a sports bike  
(the original sports machine didn’t  
suffer at all…) at certain speeds.  
After a considerable amount of analysis 
not only was the solution found, but it 

was one that could simply be distributed 
to dealers. A carefully measured quantity 
of what was effectively lead shot, was put 
in bottles with the right size of aperture 
to enable it to be installed into the end 
of the tubular handlebars.

Crankshaft dampers deal with the 
torsional vibrations which, if allowed 
to go unchecked, can cause crankshaft 
failure with catastrophic results.  
In his work it is not surprising that Steve 
soon came across the Sterling Rattler 
Pendulum damper from the US, for which 
generic types were being developed 
mainly for various American V8 engines. 
Vibration Free became its UK agent and 
as well as selling these for such motors 
here in the UK, began to adapt them for 
applications on European ones. This has 
developed still further with custom units 
being designed and manufactured to suit 

oth fl heel and p lle  re irements  
There are now more than 200 variants 
and the range covers applications as 
diverse as Rolls-Royce to Ford BDA; 
Porsche 911 to Alfa Romeo, or Coventry-
Climax to Aston Martin. The effectiveness 
of this device in simply eliminating 
torsional vibration and thereby not only 
ensuring smoother power delivery but 
above all enhanced reliability, means 
that the list of off-the-shelf applications 
continues to grow all the time.

In order to see 100 per cent of the 
power developed by a rebuilt engine 
going where it is needed, with none 
wasted in vibrating something which 
may eventually fail as result, it is 
necessary to make it vibration free – 
there is a company which clearly knows 
how to do that: the clue, as they say, is in 
the name!  Z

ABOVE & BELOW: Steve has 

developed the Sterling Rattler 

damper for all manor of motors

ABOVE: A Bugatti eight – which would not have 

been balanced when originally built – is strapped 

down to show its worst... 

RIGHT:  regular da  at i ration ree including 

a ustang, a un eam l ine as raced  teve  

and... is that a ver  famous errari  

LEFT: he orsche flat-si  engine has no room 

for a ‘Rattler’ at the end of the crank, so Steve 

incorporates one into the clutch pressure plate   
LEFT: he orsche flat-si  engine has no room 

 he orsche flat-si  engine has no room 

 he orsche flat-si  engine has no room 

for a ‘Rattler’ at the end of the crank, so Steve 

for a ‘Rattler’ at the end of the crank, so Steve 

for a ‘Rattler’ at the end of the crank, so Steve 

incorporates one into the clutch pressure plate   

incorporates one into the clutch pressure plate   

incorporates one into the clutch pressure plate   
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